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A CONSTRUCTIVE DEFINITION OF THE 
APPROXIMATELY CONTINUOUS DENJOY INTEGRAL 

BY 

Y. KUBOTA 

1. Introduction* The author has defined [2] the approximately continuous 
Denjoy integral (AD-integral) which includes exactly the general Denjoy integral 
and the AP-integral defined by Burkill [2], 

The aim of this paper is to give a constructive definition of the AD-integral. 

2. The AD-integral. A real valued function F(x) is said to be (ACG) on the 
interval [a, b] if [a, b] is the sum of a countable number of closed sets on each of 
which F(x) is absolutely continuous. An extended real valued function/(x) is said 
to be AD-integrable on [a, b] if there exists a function F(x) which is approximately 
continuous, (ACG) on [a, b] and 

ADF(x)=f(x) a.e., 

where by AD we mean the approximate derivative. We call the function F(x) an 
indefinite integral of f(x)9 and the definite integral of f(x) on [a, b]9 denoted by 
(AD) jb

af(t) dt9 is defined as F(b)-F(a) (see [2]). 
We have established the following properties of the AD-integral in [3]. If 

I— K Ph 1° is the open interval (a, /?). 

THEOREM 1. Iff(x) is AD-integrable on every interval [a9 ]8], where a<fi<b9 and 

app lim (AD) | / ( / ) dt = /, 
B^b Ja 

thenf{x) is AD-integrable on [a9b] and 

(AD) £ 7 ( 0 * = /. 

THEOREM 2. Let E be a closed set in I0 = [a, b] and {Ik=[ak9 bk]} the sequence of 
contiguous closed intervals ofE with respect to I0 and letf(x) be a function which is 
Lebesgue integrable on E and AD-integrable on each Ik. Suppose that the following 
conditions are satisfied: 

(0 2?.i|(AD)Jlfc/(0*|<oo; 
(ii) ifx eEisa limit point of{Ik}9 then there exists a set Ex which has unit density 
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at x and contains all the end points of{Ik} in a sufficiently small neighbourhood ofx, 
such that 

lim 0(AD,/ , Ex n Ik) = 0, 

where 0(AD,f Ex n Ik) means the oscillation of the indefinite AD-integral off on 
Ex n Ik. 

Then f{x) is AD-integrable on I0 and we have 

(AD) f f(t) dt = (L) f fit) dt+ f (AD) f fit) dt. 
Ji0 JE fc = i J/fc 

THEOREM 3. Iff(x) is AD-integrable on I0 = [a, b], then for any closed set E c /0> 

there exists a portion J° n 2? w/»cA satisfies the following three conditions: 

(i) / (x) w L-integrable onJnE; 
(ii) Lef {/J be the sequence of contiguous closed intervals of J n ^ w/7/z respect to 

J. Then 

I (AD) f f(t) 
J ik ik 

< oo: 

(iii) Ifx is a limit point of{Ik}, then there exists a set Ex which has unit density at 
x and contains all the end points ofIk in a sufficiently small neighbourhood ofx, such 
that 

lim 0(AD,/ , EX n Ik) = 0. 
fc-»oo 

3. A constructive definition of the AD-integral. Let The a functional operation by 
which there corresponds to each closed subinterval / = [a, p] of the fixed interval 
j 0 = [a, b] a class of functions defined on /, K(T, I) and to each functions/e K(T, I) 
a finite real number. This class of functions will be called domain of the operation 
Ton I, and the number associated with/will be denoted by T(f I) or T£(f). 

Throughout this section we mean / and / to be closed intervals. 
An operator T is termed an approximately continuous integral if the following 

two conditions are fulfilled; 
(i) If feK(TJ) then feK(T,J) for all Jczl. The function F(x) = T*(f) 

(a<x<j3) is approximately continuous on / = [a, /3]. 
(ii) If h and I2 are abutting intervals and if fe K(T, I±) n K(T, I2) then 

fe K(T, h u I2) and 
T(fiI1uI2) = T(fiI1) + T(fI2). 

If T is an approximately continuous integral, any function belonging to K(T, I) 
is termed T-integrable on / and the number T(f I) is called definite T-integral of/ 
on /. 

Given two integrals 7\ and T2, we shall say that the integral 7\ includes the inte
gral T2, written T2^T±, i f / e K(T2, 70) implies/e K(Tly I0) and Tx(f I0) = T2(f 70). 
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Let T be an integral and / a function defined on 70. Then we shall say that a 
point x0 e I0 is a T-singular point of / i f there exist arbitrarily small intervals con
taining xQ in its interior on each of which/is not T-integrable. Denoting by S the 
set of these points, we see that the set S is closed and that/is T-integrable on every 
interval / which contains no points of S. 

With each integral T we now associate two generalized integrals Tc and TH. 
Given any interval /, the domain of Tc, K(TC, I) is the class of all the functions/ 
which fulfil the following conditions: 

(ex) the set S of T-singular points of/is at most finite; 
(c2) there exists an approximately continuous function F(x) on / such that if 

[a,p] is any interval containing no points of S then 

TiU) = F(fi-F(a). 

Let G(x) be any other function satisfying the condition (c2) and let ax <a2 < - • • 
< an be the T-singular points of/ Then, for a{ < at <ft < ai + l9 we have 

W ) = F(ft)-F(oO'- G(A)-G(«0. 

Hence, by the approximate continuity of F and G, 

F(ai + 1)-F(ad = G(ai + 1)-G(at) 
which implies 

G(b)-G(a) = F(b)-F(a). 

Therefore we may define 

Tc(f, I) = F(b)-F(a) for / = [a, b]. 

We see easily that the operation T° is an approximately continuous integral. 

THEOREM 4. If the AD-integral includes the approximately continuous integral 
T then the AD-integral also includes the Tc-integral. 

Proof. Let / e K(TC, I) and let a1<a2<- • <an be a finite sequence of T-
singular points of/ Then we have 

Tiif) = F(f$)-F(a) 

for at<cc<p<ai+1. Since JT<=AD, we obtain 

(AD) \$f(t)dt = F(P)-F{a). 
Joe 

Hence 

app lim (AD) f 'f(t) dt = F{ax + 1)-F(at). 
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By Theorem l,/(x) is AD-integrable on [at, ai + 1]. Therefore/e K(AD9 /) and 

(AD)jXt)dt = T°(f,n. 

Next we define the operation TH. The domain of the operation TH on /is defined 
as the class of functions/which fulfil the following conditions: 

(hj) if S denotes the set of all T-singular points of/on 7,/is L-integrable on S 
and is T-integrable on each of contiguous closed intervals Ik of S with respect to 
/; 

<Ml£-i\T(f,Ià\<co; 
(h3) if x is a limit point of {Ik}9 there exists a set Ex which has unit density at x 

and contains all the end points of Ik in a sufficiently small neighbourhood of x9 

such that 
lim 0(T9f9 EX n Ik) = 0. 

ft;-» oo 

For any such functions, we write by definition 

T»if, I) = (L) f /(/) dt+ J T(f, 4). 
JS fc=l 

We see that the operation TH(f, I) is an approximately continuous integral and 
that TH ( / /) includes J-integral. 

THEOREM 5. If the AD-integral includes an approximately continuous integral T 
then the AD-integral also includes the TH-integral. 

Proof. Let/e K(TH, I) and S be the set of all T-singular points of/on J. Also let 
{Ik} be the contiguous closed intervals of S with respect to /. Then we have 

n / 4 ) = (AD) f f(t)dt 

since r<=AD. By (h2), we obtain 

2 I(AD) f f(t)dt < oo, 

and 
lim 0(T,/, Ex n Ik) = lim 0(AD,/, £ , n 4). 

k-*oo fc-»co 

It follows from Theorem 2 that/(x) is AD-integrable on / and 

T*(f91) - (L) f / ( 0 A+ f r ( / , /,) 
Js /c=i 

= (L) |7(0#+f (AD)f Rt)dt 

= (AD) JAt)dt. 
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Let {r j be a sequence of approximately continuous integral defined on I0i in 
general transfinite, such that T^<=-Tn whenever £<??. We denote by ^<aTç the 
operation T whose domain on I0 is the sum of the domain of the operation Tç for 
£ < a, and which is defined for every function / of its domain by the relation 
T(f1) = Tç0(f9 /), where £0 is the least of indices f <a such that/is Trintegrable 
on IQ. The operation r=2?<a 7* is an approximately continuous integral. 

THEOREM 6. Let {LJ be a transfinite sequence defined by an induction as follows; 

l \CH 

L0 = L, A, = 2 LA • 
Then 

AD = 2 L„ 

where O is the smallest ordinal number of the third class. 

Proof. Since L<=AD, we have L{cAD for every £<Q by Theorems 4 and 5. 
Hence 2* <«£**-AD. In order to prove the theorem, it is sufficient to show that 
every function / which is AD-integrable on 70, is Lrintegrable on I0 for some 

Let Sç be the set of Lrsingular points of/on I0. Since {SJ is the nonincreasing 
transfinite sequence, there exists an index v<Cl such that SV = SV+1 = • • •• We 
must show that Sv= 0. 

Suppose that S v / 0 . The function/being AD-integrable on I0, by Theorem 3, 
there exists an interval / with J° n Sv^ 0 such that 

(i) / i s L-integrable on S'y n / ; 
(ii) if {/J be the contiguous closed intervals of Sv n / with respect to /, then 

(AD) f /(0 dt < 00; 

(iii) if x is a limit point of {Ik}9 there exists a set Ex which has unit density at x 
and contains all the end points of lk in a sufficiently small neighbourhood of x, 
such that 

lim 0(AD,/ EX n 4) = 0. 
/C-+00 

Since/is Lv-integrable on /<= /£, it follows from the relation Lv <= AD that, for the 
interval /= [a, j8] c 40 = (ak9 bk\ 

(Lv) f / ( 0 * = (AD) ["fit) du 

By Theorem 1, we get 

applim(Lv) f / ( 0 * = (AD) f 7 (0 & 
p - * O f c -
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Hence / i s (Lv)
c-integrable on each Ik, and also Lv + 1-integrable. The above three 

properties are also true if Sv is replaced by Sv + 1 and AD by Lv+1. Hence/is, by the 
definition, (Lv+1)

H-integrable and therefore Lv + 2-integrable on /. But 

Sv+2r\J° = Sv+1r\J° = SvnJ° ^ 0 , 

which is a contradiction. We have thus Sv= 0 and the theorem is proved. 
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